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Need help with Geometry? Designed to replicate the services of a skilled private tutor, the new and

improved Tutor in a Book's Geometry is at your service! TIB's Geometry is an extremely thorough,

teen tested and effective geometry tutorial. TIBâ€™s Geometry includes more than 500 of the right,

well-illustrated, carefully worked out and explained proofs and problems. Throughout TIBâ€™s

Geometry, there is ongoing, specific guidance as to the most effective solution and test taking

strategies. Recurring patterns, which provide solutions to proofs, are pointed out, explained and

illustrated using the visual aids that students find so helpful. Also included are dozens of graphic

organizers, which help students understand, remember and recognize the connections between

concepts. TIBâ€™s author Jo Greig intended this book to  level the playing field between the

students who have tutors and those that don't. As a long time, very successful private mathematics

tutor and teacher, Jo Greig knew exactly how best to accomplish this! TIBâ€™s Geometry 294

pages are packed with every explanation, drawing, hint and memory tool possible! Not only does it

have examples of the right proofs and problems, it also manages to impart every bit of the

enthusiasm that great tutors impart to their private tutoring students. Ms. Greig holds a bachelors'

degree in mathematics. Dr. J. Shiletto, the book's mathematics editor, holds a Ph.D in mathematics.
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Love, love, love this book.As a private tutor, I had been searching for a good supplemental resource

book for Geometry, and I stumbled upon this one. I had a student who was struggling with



Geometry, lost, overwhelmed and intimidated by the subject, and math phobic. We worked together

for several weeks, and made some good progress, but she was still struggling. Then this book

arrived. At first she panicked a little, because this book didn't look like her class text book, with its

handwritten notes and easy, less formal language. But then she started working with it in between

our tutoring sessions, and she "got" it. (As a teacher, those are the moments you live for). Her

stress level and math anxiety went WAY down, she became confident and even comfortable with

the subject. After her midterms I waited to hear from her to schedule our next session. And waited. .

.and waited. . . I finally spoke with her father, who happily reported how well she was doing, and

how enthusiastic she was about this book. A few months later, I got the call every tutor loves - an

excited (former) student reporting that they got an A in the class, confidence and enthusiasm

practically bursting from her. Ah well, thanks to this book, I lost a $50 per hour tutoring job. . . but for

the very best of reasons:)This book can initially be a little intimidating, because its big, thick,

crammed with information, and might not look exactly like the math texts you've been used to. But

once you get into it, you will fall in love with it. Its well-organized by topic, and its beyond thorough in

its discussion of each item. the margins are filled with hand-written notes and diagrams showing key

ideas, shortcuts, common mistakes to avoid, and explanations.
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